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ABSTRACT 
 
EMS is a system that can manage the environmental performance and has been 
widely introduced in many organizations, like enterprise, factory, health centre, etc. 
The system focuses on reducing the environmental impact and providing reliable 
statistics to support future implementation. It responds to the proposition from the 
government, which shows that everything on earth should consider the sustainability. 
Introducing EMS to a university is rather a creative concept. In Sweden, University of 
Gävle (HIG) advocates the environmental performance should be controlled and it is a 
pioneer in introducing EMS to educational organization, and it got the ISO 14001 
certificate in 2004.  
.  
In order to monitor the performance after it got the certificate, the university decided 
to keep environmental vitality in a way of making policies and rules regulating all the 
people studying in and working in the university. The performance would be shown in 
an annual report including paper usage, waste, the structure of staff, environmental 
impacts and energy consumption. And these statistics were mainly collected by the 
questionnaire distributed through the e-mail.    
 
This study shows how important the after-certificate maintenance is and its effects on 
the EMS. It is going to analyze the statistics of EMS reviews of University of Gävle 
from 2002 and 2007 and find out the effects of EMS in university together with the 
problem discussion. Finally it will provide suggestions to University of Gävle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
We have got only one earth. Our lives need to be sustainable. Nowadays, more and 
more people start to complain that the environment they live in is getting worse. The 
global warming and the acid rain are the best evidences of poor environmental 
performance. Therefore, the authorities are beginning to issue regulations to try to 
improve the situation. Sustainability is gradually becoming popular as a concept in the 
products design and activities. In Sweden, the University of Gävle (HIG) advocates 
that the environmental performance should be controlled and it is a pioneer in 
introducing EMS to educational organization, and it got the ISO 14001 certificate in 
2004.  
 
1.1 THE SWEDISH ENVIRONMENTAL AGENDA 
According to Stockholm Environment Institute, in Sweden, “financial crisis is closely 
intertwined with our exploitation of the planet’s natural capital. Financial mechanisms 
were created to allow excessive consumption. Sub-prime loans and sophisticated 
financial castles in the air propelled the economy to new insupportable heights. 
Wealth today was created at the expense of tomorrow, and we have now received the 
bill for this in the form of an imminent global economic recession.” (SEI, 2008)  
 
One of the important things is that the sustainability: The preservation and sustainable 
use of biological diversity should be a priority issue for the Swedish presidency. This 
applies above all to the follow-up of the objective that the loss of biological diversity 
should be halted by 2010. A mid-term follow-up of this objective will be presented at 
the EU level in 2008. In the field of sustainable development, the Swedish EPA is of 
the opinion that background documents can be produced as regards sustainable 
production and consumption. The work done in the fields of the climate, biological 
diversity, transports, sectoral integration and sustainable urban development should 
also be able to provide input to processes relating to sustainable development. 
(Naturvårdsverket, 2008) 
 
1.2 THE SWEDISH HIGHER EDUCATION VIEW 
 
As more and more people would like to further their study in Sweden, one important 
factor is that the courses diversity, including environmental relevant course: 
Developments have, however, varied in different disciplines. Over the three most 
recent years, when on the whole developments have stabilised, it is mainly in the 
social sciences that similar patterns can be discerned. One can also see that the decline 
in admission figures in the humanities, already fairly low, has continued during both 
2006 and 2007, while admissions to the technological sciences are growing in number. 
Medicine is still, however, a somewhat larger discipline than the technological 
sciences. Together these two areas accounted for 58 per cent of the admissions. 
( Högskoleverket, 2008) 
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1.3 THE EMS PROGRESS IN SWEDISH UNIVERSITIES 
The number of universities that have made an initial environmental review has 
increased form 84-94% since 2000. Those that appear to have prioritized their 
environmental aspects in 2003 have increased from 59% to 81 % compared to the 
year before. 16% of the universities have revised their environmental aspects as stated 
earlier. The number of universities that have an environmental policy has increased 
from 76% to 97% since 2000, 9% of which also report having revised their 
environmental policy in 2003. The number of the universities that have objectives and 
targets is now 69%, an increase by about 30%-units since 2000. (Sammalisto, 2004)  
 
1.4 PREVIOUS STUDY OF EMS 
The EMS contributes to the continual environmental improvements 
The EMS has been proved that it has positive effect on the environment of company 
and enterprise, which can be shown from the annual report and the environmental 
review. According to Ammenberg (2002), to be able to determine if EMSs are a positive 
phenomenon from an environmental point of view, for instance, the development of 
environmental performance should be compared between certified companies and similar 
companies not using EMSs. However, in this case study, interviews with the enterprises’ 
environmental co-ordinators indicate that an absolute majority of these improvements are 
consequences of the EMSs, i.e. they would not have occurred, at least not at the present time, 
without the EMSs. Actually, many of these small (micro) enterprises lacked systematic 
environmental efforts before; some did not consider environmental issues at all. 
 
Auditor plays an important role in EMS 
Auditor, as a product of EMS, plays an important role in EMS. The experience and standard 
of auditor could affect the progress of evaluation and schema. According to Ammenberg 
(2005), “it is the authors’ experience that EMS, without doubt, can be very useful tools 
from an environmental point of view. However, since many companies, authorities 
and individuals seem to regard certification according to ISO 14001 as a guarantee for 
good environmental performance, it is vital to show that companies within a wide 
spectrum of ambitions and performance can be certified.” 
 
Indicators are the rulers in measuring the EMS’s performance 
ISO14001 and EMS are related to each other. However, both of them are ambiguous 
and without saying “how”. That means, it is easy to confuse the auditor at the very 
beginning when implementing EMS. As Ammenberg (2005) said, An ISO 14001 
certificate normally only guarantees a performance improvement of a few environmental 
aspects and it does not tell very much about the performance regarding all other aspects. In 
addition, as performance is measured as ratios, continual improvement might be reached in 
spite of the fact that the total environmental impact is increased (even for the part of the 
environmental aspects controlled when judging continual improvement). The continual 
performance could be scaled with these or those indicators and the maintenance or evaluation 
could also be carried out with appropriate indicators.  
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EMS takes money and time  
We have to confess that we could not neglect the money and time which spend carrying out 
the EMS when we are enjoying the benefits brought from it. It takes time to plan it and money 
to carry it out with the inspection and evaluation going on and on and on. 
 
1.5 ABOUT UNIVERSITY OF GÄVLE 
Established in 1977, the university has expanded rapidly and currently comprises six 
departments that offer approximately 50 degree programmes and 800 elective courses. 
There are approximately 13,000 registered students at the University of Gävle. Half of 
these students come from the surrounding region; the other half come from other parts 
of Sweden. Slightly over 50% of the students are female, and the number of students 
with ethnic backgrounds other than Swedish is increasing each year. The total number 
of employees is approx. 800, of whom over 30 are full professors and 150 are senior 
lecturers. A high percentage of the academic staff has an international background, a 
fact that contributes to the university´s on-going process of internationalization. The 
cross-disciplinary study of social structures serves as a central theme within these 
profile areas, and contributes to a lively research environment. Moreover, extensive 
collaboration with colleges and universities, both nationally and internationally, 
extends research opportunities beyond the university´s own campus area. (HIG, 2009) 
 
This university is interesting as it has implemented an EMS, which was certified 
according to ISO 14001 in July 2004. It can, consequently, give insight as to the 
potential of the formalized implementation of EMS in order to address challenges 
related to environment concerns and sustainable development. (Sammalisto, 2007) 
HIG reports its status annually, including environment, finance, students and 
achievement. In environmental aspects, HIG makes an evaluation through 
questionnaire by interviewing students and staff to see how great this system affects 
the university and its performance. 
 
2. PURPOSE 
 
This section of the thesis, presents the purpose of the study and the questions that 
would like to discuss within a case.  
 
The trend of focusing on sustainability is clear enough. It has been 5 years since the 
university got the certificate in 2004. Lots of things have been changed during these 
five years. However, the information in hand is limited. The annual environmental 
report of 2008 is still under processing. The report from 2004 to 2006 are missing due 
to the investigation were not carried out. Therefore, the comparison of statistics will 
be carried out between the statistics in 2003 and 2007. It is quite interesting to see 
what have been changed in these 4 years and try to provide some suggestions after the 
discussion so as to provide a view of the EMS effects in HIG and give the reader a 
general impression that the power of EMS in the university. The reader will also 
notice the problem and how these things came and therefore create a new idea in 
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order to prevent the alike-situation from happening. The goals and questions are based 
according to the intention mentioned above. 
 
This research will give a basic picture of EMS in a university and its maintenance. It 
is also interesting to see how EMS works and affects the organization. The 
comparison of statistics between the before-certificate and the after-certificate 
together relevant policies will be a great help to analyze the situation and see the 
effects of certificate. The future proposal and trends will be discussed at the end of 
thesis. 
 
2.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
1. Why does the university apply for the EMS and the environmental certificate like 
ISO 14001? 
 
2. How could the university carry out the quantification and evaluate and maintain the 
after-certificate performance? 
 
3. How is the environmental work at university affected by the EMS? 
 
4. What are the problems when introducing an EMS to a university? 
 
2.2 SCOPE OF THE CASE STUDY AND LIMITATION 
 
The scope of case study was limited to the statistics from 2002 to 2007 and the 
policies made by University of Gävle. The survey and the visit in the university can 
describe how EMS works and looks like.  
 
3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
The framework provides the definition of EMS and basic theories to make the 
following paragraph which are based on those theories more clear. 
 
3.1 EMS 
3.1.1 The definition of EMS 
An environmental management system (EMS) is that part of an organization’s overall 
management structure which addresses the immediate and long-term impact of its 
products, services, and processes on the environment. It provides order and 
consistency in organizational methodologies through the allocation of resources, 
assignment of responsibilities, and ongoing evaluation of practices, procedures, and 
processes. An EMS is essential to an organization’s ability to anticipate and meet 
growing environmental performance expectations and to ensure ongoing compliance 
with national and international requirements. EMSs succeed best when corporations 
make environmental management among their highest priorities. (Johnson,1997) 
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3.1.2 Other definitions in EMS 
Environmental policy 
Environmental policy is an overall intention and direction of an organization related 
to its environmental performance as formally expressed by top management. It 
provides a framework for action and for the setting of environmental objectives and 
environmental target. (SIS, 2004) 
 
Environmental aspect 
This is defined as the parts of an organization’s activities, products or services that 
can interact with the environment. A significant environmental aspects is one that has 
or can have a significant environmental impact. (Brorson, Larsson, 2006) 
 
Identification of The Environmental Impact  
Environmental aspect is the element of an organization’s activities or products or 
service that can interact with the environment. The definition of environmental impact 
is any change to the environment, whether adverse or beneficial, wholly or partially 
resulting from an organization’s environmental aspects (Brorson, Larsson, 
2006).According to ISO 14001:2004, the organization shall document this 
information and keep it up to date. The organization shall ensure that the significant 
environmental aspects are taken into account in establishing, implementing and 
maintain its environmental management system.  
 
In order to document this information, the university should have an environmental 
review of itself. In this review, the university should identify the environmental 
aspects by investigating all the ways in which its operations affect the environment, 
and then through evaluating the environmental impact, the significant environmental 
aspects should be identified. When the university identifies the environmental aspects, 
the listed factors should be brought into the consideration: activities in the university, 
environmental impacts, and legal and other requirement etc. The process of 
identifying and evaluating the environmental aspects is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 1: The Process of Identifying and Evaluating The Environmental Aspects 
Source: NTB (2004) 
 
Audit 
The environmental audit is a systematic assessment of whether the company’s actual 
environmental management system and environmental work match the plan set for 
them. Environmental auditing can evaluate compliance and EMS effectiveness at the 
company and facility levels. (SIS, 2002) 
 
3.1.3 Scope of EMS 
According to ISO 14001, the organization shall define and document the scope of its 
environmental management system. It includes the following activities:  
 An introductory systematic assessment of all of the company’s operations and 

activities which affect the environment.  
 The development of a set of system components for steering and controlling 

environmental aspects, such as environmental objectives, training, measurements 
and audits. 

 Interplay between the above elements and a correcting mechanism so that the 
company can make corrections when it deviates from its goals or procedures 
(Brorson, Larsson, 2006). 

Environmental aspect   

NO          

Whether it follows the legal 
and other requirement 

YES 

Significant 
environment aspect 

 

      NO         

Whether it causes serious 
environmental pollution or it 
has the potential impact    

YES 

NO YES 

Consumption of the inputs  

      NO YES 

Environmental policy and 
internal consideration 

 

      NO   

Insignificant environmental 
aspect  
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3.2 TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
"TQM is a management approach for an organization, centered on quality, based on 
the participation of all its members and aiming at long-term success through customer 
satisfaction, and benefits to all members of the organization and to society." (SIS, 
1994) One major aim is to reduce variation from every process so that greater 
consistency of effort is obtained. This principle greatly affects the result of a system 
and can guarantee what the products will be. Therefore, it is applied to the 
implementation of EMS.  
 
3.2.1 Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) 
The plan–do–check–act cycle (Figure 1) is a four-step model for carrying out change. 
Just as a circle has no end, the PDCA cycle should be repeated again and again for 
continuous improvement. (Tague, 2004) 

 
 

Figure 2: Plan-do-check-act cycle 
                    Source: (Tague, 2004) 
 
PDCA was made popular by Dr. W. Edwards Deming, who is considered by many to 
be the father of modern quality control; however it was always referred to by him as 
the "Shewhart cycle." Later in Deming's career, he modified PDCA to "Plan, Do, 
Study, Act" (PDSA) so as to better describe his recommendations. The concept of 
PDCA comes out of the Scientific Method, as developed from the work of Francis 
Bacon (Novum Organum, 1620). The scientific method can be written as "hypothesis" 
- "experiment" - "evaluation" or Plan, Do, and Check. Shewhart described 
manufacture under "control" - under statistical control - as a three step process of 
specification, production, and inspection. (Andrew, 1939) 
 
According to Deming (Edwards, 1986) during his lectures in Japan in the early 1950's 
the Japanese participants shortened the steps to the now traditional Plan, Do, Check, 
Act. Deming preferred Plan, Do, Study, Act because 'Study' has connotations in 
English closer to Shewhart's intent than "Check." 
 
Plan-Do-Check-Act Procedure (Tague, 2004) 
1. Plan. Recognize an opportunity and plan a change.  
2. Do. Test the change. Carry out a small-scale study.  
3. Study. Review the test, analyze the results and identify what you’ve learned.  
4. Act. Take action based on what you learned in the study step: If the change did not 
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work, go through the cycle again with a different plan. If you were successful, 
incorporate what you learned from the test into wider changes. Use what you 
learned to plan new improvements, beginning the cycle again. 

 
3.2.2 Pettigrew And Whipp’S Three-Dimensional Model 
“Pettigrew and Whipp emphasize the continuous interplay between these change 
dimensions. The implementation of change is an “iterative, cumulative and 
reformulation-in-use process”. Successful change is a result of change (the internal 
and external environment). ” (Pettigrew, Whipp, 1991). It consists of Content, Process 
and Context which are of the dimensions and could be understood as What, How and 
Where respectively. It states that the change could be managed by five factors which 
have the internal relations between each other. They are Environmental assessment, 
Human resources as assets and liabilities, linking strategic and operational change, 
leading the change and overall coherence (Pettigrew, Whipp, 1991)  
 
3.2.3 ISO 
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is the world's largest developer 
and publisher of International Standards. ISO is a network of the national standards 
institutes of 161 countries, one member per country, with a Central Secretariat in 
Geneva, Switzerland, that coordinates the system. (ISO, 2009) 
 
ISO is a non-governmental organization that forms a bridge between the public and 
private sectors. On the one hand, many of its member institutes are part of the 
governmental structure of their countries, or are mandated by their government. On 
the other hand, other members have their roots uniquely in the private sector, having 
been set up by national partnerships of industry associations. Therefore, ISO enables a 
consensus to be reached on solutions that meet both the requirements of business and 
the broader needs of society.  (ISO, 2009) 
 
ISO 14001:2004  
It gives the requirements for environmental management systems, confirms its global 
relevance for organizations wishing to operate in an environmentally sustainable 
manner. ISO 14001 is a standard for environmental management systems to be 
implemented in any business, regardless of size, location or income. The aim of the 
standard is to reduce the environmental footprint of a business and to decrease the 
pollution and waste a business produces. The most recent version of ISO 14001 was 
released in 2004 by the International Standards Organisation (ISO) which has 
representation from committees all over the world. The ISO 14000 environmental 
management standards exist to help organizations minimize how their operations 
negatively affect the environment. In order for an organisation to be awarded an ISO 
14001 certificate they must be externally audited by an audit body that has been 
accredited by an accreditation body. (ISO, 2004) 
 
ISO 14004:2004 provides guidelines on the elements of an environmental 
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management system and its implementation, and discusses principal issues involved. 
ISO 14001:2004 does not specify levels of environmental performance. If it specified 
levels of environmental performance, they would have to be specific to each business 
activity and this would require a specific EMS standard for each business. That is not 
the intention. (ISO, 2004) 
 
ISO 14001:2004 specifies the requirements for such an environmental management 
system. Fulfilling these requirements demands objective evidence which can be 
audited to demonstrate that the environmental management system is operating 
effectively in conformity to the standard. (ISO, 2004) 
 
All these show that ISO 14001 is an ambiguous standard and the application can vary 
with different realms. That comes problem when we try to carry it out and the barriers 
are not predictable from the beginning. According to Sammalisto (2007), “It was 
difficult at first…then we started talking with our colleagues and we saw it in a longer 
perspective.”  
 
3.3 EMAS 
The EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) is a management tool for 
companies and other organisations to evaluate, report and improve their 
environmental performance. The scheme has been available for participation by 
companies since 1995 (Council Regulation (EEC) No 1836/93 of 29 June 1993) and 
was originally restricted to companies in industrial sectors. Since 2001 EMAS has 
been open to all economic sectors including public and private services (Regulation 
(EC) No 761/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 March 2001). 
In addition, EMAS was strengthened by the integration of EN/ISO 14001 as the 
environmental management system required by EMAS; by adopting an attractive 
EMAS logo to signal EMAS registration to the outside world; and by considering 
more strongly indirect effects such as those related to financial services or 
administrative and planning decisions. (EMAS, 2009) 
 
Participation is voluntary and extends to public or private organisations operating in 
the European Union and the European Economic Area (EEA) — Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, and Norway. An increasing number of candidate countries are also 
implementing the scheme in preparation for their accession to the EU. (EMAS, 2009) 
 
4. METHODOLOGY 
This chapter outlines the methods used through this research. It tells the way I carried 
out this study, the method I used to collect statistics and how the results come.  
 
4.1 THE STATISTICS 
Through the case study, statistics of University of Gävle were collected from the 
documents. Those documents are the precious materials that contain the important 
figures of environmental audit and evaluation from 2002 to 2007. Some of the 
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statistics were collected through the Internet. I chose ITB, Administration department 
and N-inst as examples for ITB was the core of environmental council, 
Administration Department was the core of leading the university, N-inst was the 
department that carried out research on nature and computer science which meant it 
was related to the environment.(The abbreviations will be explained in the result part) 
Also, the university chose those three departments to see the early changes as 
experimental figures in 2003. 
 
4.2 THE CASE STUDY 
Established in 1977, the university has expanded rapidly and currently comprises six 
departments that offer approximately 50 degree programmes and 800 elective courses. 
There are approximately 13,000 registered students at the University of Gävle. HIG is 
one of the organizations from educational field that had wanted to get the certificate 
and got the certificate in 2004. Year 2002 was an important year for the university. It 
was the first time that the university carried out the environmental review for the EMS. 
That is quite interesting to see the effects of EMS on a university. (HIG, 
2009)Therefore, a research based on the statistics’ comparisons of pre-certificate and 
after-certificate is a way to assess how EMS works and what it does.  
 
4.3 THE METHODS USED IN THE STUDY 
The methods used in the study based on Why, What and How according to the 
Pettigrew and Whipp’s model (Pettigrew, Whipp, 1991). 
 
4.3.1 WHY 
In why division, I could list the questions as follows, 
 Why does the university introduce the EMS? 
 Why is EMS so attractive to university? 
 
“Why”, nowadays, is a glorious word endowing people with endless power to step on 
the way guiding by curiosity. The unknown mystery always inducing people to strive 
for the truth behind the phenomenon and whenever they encounter such kinds of 
things, they would inevitably say, wow, why? Well, during the research, I would try to 
find out this little “why” of EMS in university through many literature reviews.  
 
The literatures are general to show the situation nowadays like the EMS performance, 
the application of EMS and the point of view of EMS, etc. They provide board views 
and demonstrate the effects of EMS in different realms so as to give foundation of the 
theories to induct EMS to university. 
 
4.3.2 WHAT 
“What: is another charming word following “why” and lots of things would be found 
and labeled by “what” because most of things we find are objective in this case and 
they become the main part of Results, especially for the EMS in university. 
 What are the charming parts of EMS to university? 
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 What are the results of EMS in university? 
 What are the things we should notice when implementing EMS? 
 
The materials provided by the University of Gävle, which are the statistics collected 
in 2002, 2003 and 2007, show the results and the progress made by EMS. The other 
materials as journals and theses, presented as examples to support the analysis.  All 
these provide the foundation of the following analysis. 
 
4.3.3 HOW 
If you find something interesting and want to achieve it, you are likely to speak out 
“how”. The problems and results found in the research could not be a castle in the air. 
They are the skyscrapers with the deep root at a certain extent. We should be the 
discoverers to measure how deep is it and how it structures. Therefore, the discussion 
part mainly consists of the problems found in the research with element “how”. 
 How does EMS work in university? 
 How do the people think of EMS in university? 
 How would EMS be in the further in university? 
 
In the analysis part, everything is based on the reviews ahead. The theory and the 
results are concluded by author through consideration and technical deduction. Finally, 
give answers to the questions mentioned at the beginning. 
 
4.3.4 INTERVIEW 
It is good to have some interviews when doing a research. The face-to-face 
conversation could be an important experience in getting more understanding about 
the research contents. In this research, I have interviewed with 6 people from different 
areas about the environment so as to get the ideas and views and deepen the 
understanding of EMS. 
 
4.3.5 INFORMATIONAL LAYOUT 
The main information was reaped from the EMS reviews of University of Gävle from 
2002 and 2007. A statistics comparison between the review of 2002 and 2007 is 
presented after the brief narration of the report of niche year and is followed by 
discussion which mainly focuses on the imagination behind these statistics.  
 
5. RESULTS 
In this chapter the results of the study will be shown and they are based on the 
materials review from the previous years. 
 
5.1 THE CASE STUDY OF THE EMS IN UNIVERSITY OF GÄVLE 
As we have discussed before, an EMS is a system that consists of several parts like 
environmental review, environmental policy, environmental planning, implementation 
and operation, checking and corrective action and management review. They build up 
together and become an endless cycle with different specific implements at different 
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times. However, EMS, as a system, it still looks like a framework waiting for the 
intelligent human beings to give it flesh and blood. That means, it is a new-born child 
that can be a man with different results. When EMS was introduced to University of 
Gävle, lots of things were added in different ways so that the system became clear and 
effective. The sketches are shown below. 

 
Figure 3: EMS cycle 

                          Source: (HIG, 2007) 

 
Figure 4: EMS cycle of University of Gävle 

Source: (HIG, 2007) with modification by author 
It is obvious to see that every stage has a bubble associated with the things might 
consider in details, like what they should prepare at the planning stage, what they 
should notice when starting a follow-up, etc. Moreover, in order to make everything 
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clear, they also use documents to clarify every procedure so that when the new 
problems come up, they can solve them based on the documents of the past. As the 
EMS keeps functioning, the re-check procedure can be easier and easier. Now, take a 
wild guess. What might be considered in different stages? It is a development from 
the original EMS cycle. The principle follows Pettigrew And Whipp’S 
Three-Dimensional Model that consists of What, Why and How so that the 
environmental council could have a clear mind and know what to do at different 
stages. 
  
5.2 THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW OF UNIVERSITY OF GÄVLE 2002 
In order to get the ISO 14001 certificate, the university would have to make lots of 
changes according to the requirements from ISO 14001. Therefore, a survey to testify 
and evaluate whether these changes were good or not was carried out within the 
whole campus. It mainly focused on the paper usage, waste, the structure of staff, 
environmental impacts and energy consumption. All the questionnaires were collected 
through mail or post. This review is based on the statistics from three main 
departments of university, they are Administration department, Institution Of 
Mathematic, Nature and Computer Science (N-Inst), and Institution of Technology 
and Built Environment (ITB). The result was published at the end of year. Finally, the 
average replying rate was approximately 68% with highest 83 % from administration 
department, lowest 57% from N-inst.  
 
5.2.1 Faculty and staff 
Administration department had 50 staff in total. Most of them were working at 
committee with 55% of women and 45% of men and about 57% are middle-aged 
which is from 31 to 50 years old, 35% are aged which is more than 50 years old. 
 
N-inst had 57 staff working in it and had 68% of teachers and 26% of who worked 
with administration department with 45% of women and 55% of men which was a 
reverse of these figures in administration department. Middle-aged people were the 
main constitution in the department. 
 
It had 81 staff in ITB, most of them were teachers and about 23% were working as 
administers. About 36% were women and 64% were men varied from different 
positions. Half of them were middle-aged and 38% were aged. 
 
5.2.2 Paper usage 
About 57% of people from administration department used double sides printing and 
the pages they printed per week focused on 11-50 which took about 55%. And this 
was pretty similar with the paper for copy use, but most of them only copied less than 
10 pages per week. 
 
More than half staff in N-inst knew they should print out the files in double sides and 
about 68% of them would print 11-50 pages a week approximately. It was much better 
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in the copy issue about 89% people would copy in double sides and the quantity of 
pages for copy was as similar as those in printing about 51% of them copied 11-50 a 
week.  
 
In ITB department, most of them knew they should print out in double sides and the 
paper use were about 11-50 pages per week with 72% of users. The paper for copy 
were similar to the printing with 92% of agreement of double sides coping and the 
consumption of 11-50 pages a week seconded by 56% of staff.  
 
All of them made a good efficiency of paper use. 
 
5.2.3 Waste 
Most people from administration department thought that paper and cardboard were 
the main waste at work with batteries and notes followed. Nobody would throw the 
waste without being categorized.  
 
Paper and cardboard were the main waste at work within N-inst with plastics and 
batteries followed. However, I found one person who did not categorize the waste 
before he threw it away.  
 
Paper seemed welcome by every department and inevitably became the main source 
of waste with cardboard followed in ITB. However, the waste of batteries was not as 
high as that in other departments with notes waste ranked number 3. There was still 
one person who didn’t know he should sort the waste before he threw it away. 
 
Most of the car owners had their car pools. 
 
5.2.4 Transportation 
The people who worked in administration department lived mostly within 5 
kilometers around the university. The way they came to school was divided into bike 
and car with 39% and 47% respectively. About 83% of car user used catalyst to 
improve the efficiency and reduce the harmful gas emission.  
 
N-inst had about 55% of staff that lived within 5 kilometers around the school and 
half of them would like to go to school by bike and a quarter of them would go by car. 
About 88% of car users used catalyst for the green use. 
 
About 54% of employees lived around the campus no more than 5 kilometers, they 
would go to school by bike and by car which were separated by half and 98% car 
users applied catalyst for their cars. 
 
5.2.5 Power Consumption 
All the staff realized the importance of saving power and would turn of the lights 
while about 80% of people would turn of the computers when the work was over. 
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Most people worked in N-inst would turn of the lights after the work. The computer 
use that whether they should turn of the computer after use was similar to that in 
administration department with 81% of agreement and 19% of disagreement. 
 
About 97% of employees would turn off the lights when the work was over whereas 
only 64% of people would turn off their computers. 
 
5.3 THE ENVIORNMENTAL REVIEW OF UNIVERSITY OF GÄVLE 2007 
After the University of Gävle got the certificate of ISO 14001 in 2004, the university 
carried out the audit in the form of survey annually to maintain and got the feedback s 
from the staff and students. The surveys were conducted by the questionnaires based 
on the main questions divided into 5 parts, they were Faculty and staff, paper usage, 
waste, transportation and power consumption. As the time went by, the questionnaires 
had been modified many times with different requirements from different areas to 
supplement the questions involved. Due to the survey of administration department 
was divided into several fields according to their functions, I would like to use student 
service center to represent the whole department because it had the most employees 
from administration department. In 2007, there were 714 staff who took part in the 
survey, only 368 staff replied and the responsive rate decreased about 3% compared 
with that in 2002. 
 
5.3.1 Faculty and staff 
In student service sector, there were 21 staff who attended this survey. Most of them 
served as administrators with 85% of women and 15% of men and the middle-aged 
people occupied 81% with 0% of young people. 
 
N-inst had 48 people participated in this survey with 79% of teachers and 19% 
working as administrators. Most of them were middle-aged which took 62% of the 
total where the aged employees took 36%. There was only one young staff working in 
N-inst. However, the gender distribution was pretty average with 47% of women and 
53% of men. 
 
ITB had 63 staff gave the feedback this time and most of them were teachers. About 
52% were middle-aged and 35% were aged with 37% of women and 63% of men. 
There were 70% of teachers working in it with 17% of administrators. 
 
5.3.2 Paper usage 
Most employees working at student service sector would like to print in double sides 
and the consumption of papers were divided into three equal parts that 24% of less 
than 10 pages, 38% of 11-50 pages and about 33% of 51-100 pages per week. The 
paper use for copy seemed was not as high as paper for print, which took 71% of for 
copy in double sides and the consumption within ten pages per week took 43% of 
total, so did the consumption from 10-50 pages.  
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About 87% of people who were working in N-inst printed out in double sides and the 
paper for copy in double sides seemed were acknowledged by most people. Paper use 
for printing was still higher than that for copy use, where 11-50 pages for printing a 
week shown by 57% of people and less than 10 pages a week took the most part of 
copy use.  
 
It was amazing to see that all the people would print in double sides and about 84% of 
them would copy in double sides. The consumption was similar to the N-inst, which 
11-50 pages per week for printing took 65% and less than 10 pages per week for copy 
took 84%. 
 
5.3.3 Waste 
Paper was the top waste in daily with cardboard followed of student service sector 
which was as similar as that in several years ago. There was still one person not sorted 
the trash before he threw it away. 
 
N-inst showed paper was the biggest waste at work with cardboard and paper package 
followed. Most of the staff would categorize the trash, but there was still one person 
not did it.  
 
In ITB, paper was still the main waste with cardboard and package followed. 
However there were 6% of staff who didn’t know they should categorize the waste. 
 
5.3.4 Transportation 
About 33% of employees lived not far from the university within 5 kilometers where 
there were about 38% of people who lived from 5-10 kilometers. About 76% of would 
come to school by car rather than by bike which took up the rest of parts and about 
85% of car users from student service added catalyst into their fuel for the better 
environment. 
 
There were 45% of people who lived within 5 kilometers in N-inst whereas 23% of 
lived more than 50 kilometers away from the campus. About 42% of people would go 
to school by bike and the people who went there by car took 40%. Most of the car 
users used environmental fuel with catalyst. However, about 83% of them thought 
that car pool was not necessary. 
 
Half of people working at ITB lived not far from campus, the rest of them were 
separated at a similar level around 12%. About 51% of staff went to school by car and 
33% of them by bike. Most of them didn’t consider car pool. Lots of car owners 
would use fuel with catalyst.  
 
5.3.5 Power consumption 
The people from student service sector had a great consensus of power consumption 
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that all of them would turn of the lights and computers when the works were over.  
 
All the employees working in N-inst thought that they should turn off the lights when 
the work was over and about 91% of them would turn off their computers as well. 
 
100% of people from ITB would turn off the lights and most of them would turn off 
the computers when they left. 
 
 5.4 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES OF UNIVERSITY OF GÄVLE 
Establishing environmental policies is the first step of building the EMS. It gives us a 
bright prospect of what EMS is going to be. Once established, those polices would be 
as frameworks to guide what to do next. It focuses on the basic structure in different 
areas. However, environmental targets might be changed at the end of every cycle 
according to the conclusion and evaluation. That is to say, the environmental policies 
could be fixed, but targets and objectives are flexible.  
 
5.4.1 The environmental policies of University of Gävle 
These policies are quoted from the environmental report of University of Gävle (HIG, 
2004, Translated by author)   
1. Executive and Board should encourage and act for a continuous environment with a 

focus on continuous improvement.  
2. Laws and other requirements should be the minimum requirements in all work  
3.HIG will encourage staff and students' to improve their competence of 

environmental and sustainable development. 
4. Environmental aspects must be integrated as a part of the relevant teaching and 

research.  
5. HIG should consider their suppliers and contractors environmental performance 

when purchasing.  
6. Energy and materials use should be effective and prevent the pollution.  
7. HIG should have an open sustainable working environment that everyone can join 

and see. 
 
5.4.2 Environmental objectives of University of Gävle 2002 
In 2003, the objectives for 2003-2005 of University of Gävle are listed below. (HIG, 
2004, Translated by author)   
 
1. The staff and students should be responsible for the campus’s environment and 

have the basic knowledge of sustainable development.  
2. Environmental aspects will be integrated into the relevant teaching and research.  
3. Environmental aspects will be taken into account in the purchase of goods and 

services.  
4. The use of materials and energy should be efficient and pollution prevented.  
5. Environmental aspects will be highlighted with HiG’s interactions with the 

surrounding community.  
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5.4.3 Environmental targets of University of Gävle 2007 
In 2007, the targets were modified and more specific. (HIG, 2006, Translated by 
author)   
 
INDIRECT  
1. Staff and students must have at least basic skills on the environment and sustainable 
development.  
- 80% of staff with at least 40% of employment must have completed basic training in 
environmental and sustainable development in University of Gävle or have equivalent 
skills.  
- All new students and international students to get basic information about work on 
environment and sustainable development.  
2. Aspects of environment and sustainable development must be integrated into the 
relevant teaching and research in University of Gävle. 
3. Environmental aspects will be taken into account in the purchase of goods and 
services.   
4. Environmental aspects will be highlighted in all interactions with the surrounding 
community.  
Resource  
5. Use of electricity and energy, and transportation to the university must be effective 
and efficient. 
WASTE  
6. The amount of unsorted waste reduction should be controlled and minimized. 
 
5.5 ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS FROM DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS 
The objects from 1-4 targets are the indirect environmental impacts. Overall 
environmental objectives 5 and 6 and the corresponding targets are the direct 
environmental impact. 
 
Administration Department 2007 (HIG, 2007, Translated by author) 
1.1 90% of the people who work in administrator departments should have basic 
education and knowledge of environment and sustainable development. 
1.2 75% of the people should have the continuous training.  
3.1 All the procedures in production and work should be environment related. 
4.1 Sorting practices, waste management and environmental performance should have 

information in details. 
5.1 Maintain the existing electricity consumption. 
6.1 Reduce the unsorted waste by 10%. 
 
N-inst 2007 (HIG, 2007, Translated by author) 
1.1 Every staff should take basic training on Environment and sustainable 
development. 

2.1 Several courses about environment and sustainable development should be 
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maintained. 
5.1 Maintain the procedures of chemical use. 
5.2 Review of regulation for fire, spills, maintenance and safety 
6.1 The amount of unsorted waste reduction should be controlled and minimized 
 
ITB 2007 (HIG, 2007, Translated by author) 
1.1 Staff employed at the ITB will be offered basic environmental education and 

increase responsibilities in institution and HiG’s performance. Target is 90%. 
1.2 The education and information should keep up-to-date and based on the law so as 

to arouse the responsibility to the university. Target is 100%. 
1.3 New laboratorial courses should contain the information of institution's 

environment, laws, requirements and practices in specific situations. Target is 
100%. 

2.1 Keep the courses of environment and sustainable development at a certain 
proportion.  

5.1 Reduce car use between Brynäs and Kungsbäck(The districts in Gävle) by 30% in 
2006 and a further 20% practices in specific situations.  

6.1 Sorting of waste, no waste shall be unsorted. 
 
5.6 THE BASIC QUESTIONS FOR ENVIRONMENT 
Every environmental report they had done for University of Gävle was based on the 
same form with several basic questions and the flexible blank for the targets and 
objectives.  Here were the questions asked in the environmental report regarding 
compliance with legislation and other requirements and the number are from the 
report 2007 concluded by myself from administration department, N-inst and ITB. 
 

Questions Number 
of Yes 

Number 
of No 

Have all new recruited people and laboratory managers 
undergone training about environmental laws? 

1 2 

Have all managers kept updating the information according 
to the environmental laws and other requirements? 

2 1 

Have environment policies made according to 
environmental laws and other requirements? 

3 0 

Have all the necessary notifications concerned to most 
cases of the environment? 

3 0 

Has everything and procedures documented, such as 
transport receipts? 

3 0 

Have something become convicted for environment? 0 3 
Figure 5: The basic question for environment 

Source: Summarized the statistics from (HIG, 2007, Translated by author) 
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5.7 THE INTERVIEW  
A person in charge of the survey from 2002 to 2007 
I made an interview with a lady, who was a person in charge of the survey from 2002 
to 2007. She said, the organization was reconstructed, which distinguished their 
ambitions of making everything perfect of EMS. Although, they were suffering the 
frustration, they were still on our way. When I asked whether it was possible to set up 
a new department to manage all the environmental issues to make more chance to let 
everyone know more about the environment, she said she didn’t know, shaking her 
head.  
 
Vice president of University of Gävle 
I also made a brief conversation with vice president of University of Gävle. He said, 
they had paid much attention to the environmental protection in the last few years. 
They set up an environmental council and let them take charge of every issue about 
environment. However, when I asked him whether they should put more people in the 
EMS control, he said, it depended on the environmental council for they were more 
professional and they would know what they need. He would sign for it if it were 
appropriate. 
 
Staff of University of Gävle 
Meanwhile, two colleagues came and we started a new conversation. I asked them 
whether they would give feedback to the environmental council, they said yes. 
However, they didn’t know what kind of feedback they should hand in. For example, 
should the university increase number of bench on the grass? They said they didn’t 
know. They would feedback if they though it were necessary. But when, it remained 
to be seen. 
 
A person in charge of environmental management in Gävle Municipality 
I met a person in charge of environmental management by occasion. During the 
conversation, she was talkative and seemed she knew everything about the 
environmental management. When I asked why she knew much about EMS. She said 
she used to study environmental management when she was in the university. Nature 
and animals were her favorites, and she couldn’t help laughing when she said she had 
green mind.  
  
6. DISCUSSION 
It was really challenging to study the EMS and its status in University of Gävle. It 
was also interesting to explore what activities might affect the environment for a 
university and the possible drivers and barriers. The findings of this study will be 
discussed in this section. 
 
6.1 THE ANALYSIS OF STATISTICS 
When the people working in the University of Gävle started to prepare for getting ISO 
14001, they thought that they could do everything as the manual (ISO cookbook) told 
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them to. However, the manual didn’t say anything in details for the compatibility, all 
they could do were the environmental report of the past. Those were the precious 
statistics of how the university looked like and the records which experienced the 
environmental construction since it started. When it came to 2003, the environmental 
report was modulated with different questions categorized in 5 groups and each 
question was selected carefully and explicit. Therefore, the comparison of the 
statistics of now and the past can be obvious and give the evaluation a basic 
foundation. They were Faculty and staff, paper usage, waste, transportation and power 
consumption which showed the main possible effects on the environment, which were 
called environmental impacts of the university. Here comes to the comparison of the 
statistics from 2003 and 2007 within three departments. They are Administration 
department, Institution of mathematic, nature and computer science (N-inst), and 
Institution of technology and environmental build (ITB). 
 
6.1.1 Faculty and staff 
Although the survey in 2007 divided administration department into several 
subdivisions, but its staff number can be calculated by adding those divisions working 
as administration. In 2003, there were only 50 staff that joined the survey. In 2007, 
there were approximately 80 staff participated in. The increasing gender proportion of 
woman shows that more and more women can engage the leading management and 
make decision. The middle-aged people’s proportion rose up from 2003 to 2007 by 
30% and the aged people increased as well. This was because the lack of teaching 
resource. The young people could not take the places of those who had been working 
for many years. The experiences of the past were the power to keep them working.    
 
In N-inst department, the aging proportion shows a similar trend between two years, 
less young employees but more aged people as well as middle-aged. The gender 
became more and more balance, getting closed to 50% and 50%. That means, the 
balance of gender in N-inst was kept very well. 
 
Less people attended the survey at ITB from 80 in 2003 to 63 in 2007. However, the 
proportion of age and gender were maintained almost at the same level. It showed a 
slight convergence of gender towards 50% but the progress was rather slow.  
 
6.1.2 Paper usage 
It was a great improvement for those who worked at administration department that 
almost everyone would print in double sides as well as those for copy use. They 
consumed less pages in 2007 than that in 2003 due to the double sides printing and the 
better computer skills. The new equipments like high speed printers and the more 
course training about the computers skills increased the rate of double sides printing 
and lowered the consumption of paper. 
 
N-inst had more people of knowing double sides printing and copy together with 
more pages consumption in both areas. 
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ITB did the best in popularizing double sides printing and copy with more pages 
consumption in both areas. 
 
6.1.3 Waste 
Paper and cardboard were the main waste from all of them with the increase of 
consumption of materials. However, there were less people who didn’t know they 
should sort the waste before they throw them away. In 2006, the university introduced 
a machine that could compress and pre-process the waste, the cost and the waste fell 
down sharply.  
 
6.1.4 Transportation 
More people tended to live more than 5 kilometers away from college and came to 
school by cars. Most of them would use fuel with catalyst for a better environment 
and efficient. However, car pool had a step down. That was because the people 
become more individual and the popularization of cars. 
 
6.1.5 Power consumption  
More people would turn off the lights and computers when their works were over. 
The training courses and the automatic setting assist the process. 
 
6.2 THE DRIVERS FOR EMS IN UNIVERSITY 
Nowadays, with the development of technology and economy, more and more people 
realize the importance of knowledge. University, as a place of education, is welcome 
by those who want to learn and study. The students all have the chance to give a peek 
of the latest technology ahead. However, as the interest of study rises up, the number 
of students grows up and the domino effect begins. Take a metaphor as an example, if 
the school starts to build more teaching buildings to cater for the increasing students, 
the transportation, like subway or bus has to increase the frequency and shorten the 
interval between two trips. The students have to get up earlier in case of the traffic 
jam. As these are the inevitable outcomes of the economic growth, they change 
people’s mind and influence their actions. Nobody wants to see the waste lying 
everywhere and the sewage leaking without being ceased. Therefore, the students’ 
effect could not be neglected.  
 
However, rules are rules, we could not live without rules. Government directive is 
another important factor for them to apply and implement EMS. What is a 
government for? Government is a leader of a region that establishes the laws and rules 
in order to keep everything in line within this area. It has a superior power to manage 
and regulate the daily affairs. In a way, the law it made is forcible and everyone 
should follow. According to Sammalisto (2007), the driving force was gradually 
moving from internal factors to external factors. She said, “By 2003, the government 
directive was perceived as the most important external driver. ” (Smmalisto, 2007) 
She perceived that if we choose government directive as the main driving force, it is 
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still a good way heading towards a more sustainable society. We forced to accept 
environmental education and relevant training so that we could increase our 
environmental awareness and get better management of environment. Once the green 
consciousness popularized, the student are likely to exert a profound influence on 
their personality and life with green awareness and social responsibility. These 
processes needs through generations to achieve this beautiful objective. But it is still a 
nice try. 
 
The high speed development of economy could greatly do harm to the environment 
where we study in and work at if we don’t make the right things or the things in the 
right way. The fact behind the accident could amaze those hunters who have endless 
curiosity. Some manufactures want to maximize their profits by using chemical 
catalyst, which has a bad effect on environment and society. At the first glance, we 
don’t see anything unusual and uncomfortable. However, the damage to the 
environment is a cumulative process that could not be changed immediately. Maybe a 
year later, even hundreds of year, we could not live that long to see what is going to 
happen. We still have a chance to predict them. The environmental courses in 
university are the best way to tell what we should do, what is going to happen. If the 
university can provide a better environment of study, the effects of the study could be 
better. A university who has got EMS is likely to teach the lessons with its own 
experience of how to manage and apply the EMS. The processes are the best practices 
for those young people who are full of curiosity that want to extract the knowledge.  
 
How about the internal factors? It seems its position is gradually stepping down with 
the economic development. Everyone wants to maximize the profits and achieve 
cost-efficiency. However, paying attention to environment is not the easy thing and 
has to pay lots of money and time on it. There is a rumor prevailing that the 
environmental thing is the exclusion of the most honorable people. It is not true for 
lots of environmental agencies have sprung out recently, but one thing is certain that 
those who want to get involved into environment must have enough capital to keep 
the organization running. Therefore, the internal factors of implementing EMS as 
board decision or management become less and less. 
 
6.3 THE BARRIERS FOR EMS IN UNIVERSITY 
The barriers for a university to apply the EMS can be varied by the external and the 
internal one. The finance factor could be the first barrier for those who want to 
introduce EMS to university. EMS, as other standards, takes lots of money and time 
to keep it functioning. However, setting up EMS is gradual spiral process which has 
lots of work for preparation to make everything clear at the beginning. The people 
have to spend a quantity of money to rearrange or reconstruct the work in order to 
cater for the requirements from the standard. When they come to the details, they are 
likely to find that everything is unclear. There is no obvious definition of how to 
fulfill these or those regulation from ISO standards. They just told you that you 
should do something and this confuses the new student who has a great ambitious 
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aspiration that want to apply the standards. It seems that we put a heated stone into the 
cold water, all we get are the vapor with emptiness. If this situation lasts for a long 
time, the capital might not be sufficient enough to support the organization to keep the 
system running. Everything will go back to the starting point. 
 
Government could be the other factor that might hinder the university to get the EMS. 
In some region, especially in the developing countries, all they want are to increase 
the income and productivity. The higher the better is the motto for those who are 
striving for the better figures shown in GDP. However, those pleasant figures of GDP 
are based on the erosion of environment where we live and study. They won’t pay any 
attention to the environment unless the water has dried up, the plants have been 
cleared and the animals have run away. Let alone the government could support and 
finance the education of environment in university.  
 
EMS in university is unlike other standards in industries and manufactures that 
produce products for our daily life. The people would have these or those 
requirements on their products they want, like the faster computer, better quality of 
the washing machine and cheaper price for goods, etc. Those requirements are direct 
enough and concrete and can be measured in a short period. However, university is a 
place for teaching. The only goods, if we could say, are the knowledge and experience 
from our honorable ancestors. The knowledge enriches everyone’s live and can make 
gold but the environmental knowledge is not. It takes time and money if we try to 
carry it out in reality. The beautiful world needs our infinite efforts to persevere 
generation by generation, which could not be achieved in a short period. The prophet 
and the people who have prospective insight could realize the importance of 
environment.  
 
6.4 IDENTIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT IN UNIVERSITY 
After several evaluation and analysis thorough the previous environmental reviews, 
the University of Gävle concluded four direct environmental impacts. They are waste 
generation, transportation, fire, spillages and other uncontrolled situations and energy 
consumption. The environmental review should be carried out annually. The 
environmental department responded for this. During evaluating, when the goals for 
the former significant environmental aspects have achieved, the other aspects which 
have serious impacts to environment should be identified as new significant 
environmental aspects.  
 
After identifying the environmental aspects, it is important for the department to go 
through them then set up the objectives and targets, and make possible targets to 
achieve the goals. All these targets and methods would be handed in in the annual 
report. That is how the report of University of Gävle consists. 
 
6.5 THE QUANTIFICATION OF ISO 14001 IN UNIVERSITY 
As we all know, ISO 14001 is the standard that concentrates on the environmental 
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issues and the effects on environment. It doesn’t mention anything in details for the 
compatibility. The guidelines of everything in different aspects we should notice 
when applying the ISO 14001 are written in the documents. However, if we want to 
adapt the standard and use it to improve the environmental performance, we need to 
quantify it with clear objectives and targets. Firstly, the university has to identify the 
environmental impacts and select the main environmental impacts of the university. 
Then, they will start to draft out the environmental policies according to the 
environmental impacts they found previously. Finally, they will formulate the targets 
and objectives which are the ramifications of environmental policies. Those are more 
concrete with even figures and how-to. However, this process must be based on the 
analysis and the circular review of what they have done so far. It is not only a process 
of improving the environmental performance, but also the process of maintaining the 
whole system and keeping it running in the right way. The University of Gävle can 
achieve a great progress in regulating and controlling the environment performance 
due to the appropriate policies they made.  
 
Quantification is a process making the guideline into details according to the 
organization or departments. It is also a process of making rules that must consider 
lots of things, including humanity, law, habit, time and environment. It can be fixed or 
flexible, which means an appropriate quantification could be an accelerator for those 
who can’t wait seeing the results. It provides the procedures and the results are likely 
to be.  
 
The environmental counsel of University of Gävle thought that they should reduce the 
paper use within the university. Then, they issued a rule telling everyone they should 
print in double sides. However, in 2003, it was the start of popularization of 
computers. Most of the staff and students didn’t have necessary skills of computer. 
Although, the rule was pasted right beside the printer, but seldom of them would obey 
it. Later on, the environmental counsel found the problem and decided to train the 
staff for better computer skills. Moreover, the tips of how to print in double sides 
were posted together with the rules. Although the situation was slightly improved, the 
environmental counsel still found that it was far enough because some of them still 
didn’t want to print in double sides. The feedback from them was that they thought 
that was fussy and took time to change the settings of the printers, especially in the 
urgent situation. Therefore, the environmental counsel after the evaluation of the 
frequency of using printers, they considered that they should change the default 
setting from printing in single side to double sides. They thought that this could be 
suitable for most of the people even they were in the emergency. This measure 
improved and speeded up the process of popularizing the concept of saving paper. 
The staff and students gave positive attitude of this change and would like to print in 
double sides. However, it could eradicate the print in single side for different people 
have different use. Some official documents or the special requirements for niche use 
didn’t accept the files in double sides like the immigration bureau. Thousands of files 
were sent to its office per day. If all of them were printed in double sides, the time of 
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turning the pages could be considerable. University of Gävle had kept a good balance 
between these elements should be considered. Therefore, they achieved their goals in 
this section, almost 99% of staff would like to print in double sides in 2007 from the 
reports. 
 
The example above is one of the successful examples of the university. It shows that 
the flexibility. The computer use is the result of compromise of flexibility and the 
self-consciousness in the University of Gävle. As we all know, turning off the 
computer after its use is a good habit for it is not only saving the electricity, but 
prolonging the life of the computer. However, the environmental counsel didn’t paste 
the rules everywhere as the rules for printing. Because, the feedbacks from the reports 
showed that they didn’t want to turn off the computer due to time waiting before the 
computer started and the preloading procedures which would take one or two minutes. 
However, a stand-by computer nowadays could consume approximately 150W per 
hour by calculating through a power calculator 
(http://www.extreme.outervision.com/psucalculatorl ite.jsp). That means, if a room 
has 20 computers, as most computer rooms are, the consumption could be 20*150W = 
3000W per hour in total at least even there are no operations. The total consumption is 
considerable from the stand-by computer running for 24 hours. Later on, the 
environmental counsel decided to turn off the computer automatically after 6:00.p.m 
by using a vbs (a script of visual basic) that could shut the computer down if there 
were no any operations every day and let the administrator to turn on all the 
computers at 9:00.a.m manually. They thought that most people would use computers 
within this period. The figures of report showed that the people who would turn off 
the computer after the work increased and the people who didn’t turn off the computer 
decreased and those of never turned off the computer would like to choose the answer 
of letting the computer automatically shut at 6:00.p.m. Although the measure was not 
that perfect and could be improved, it was still welcome by most of the staff and 
students.   
 
6.5.1 THE WORLD TREND OF TURNING OFF COMPUTER 
The reason why they turned off the computers could be varied different kinds. 
However, they showed an amazing similarity to the reason from all over the world. 
Which means it is not only the university should turn off the computers after the work, 
but the world as well. According to the IEA energy report (Alright, 2009), if all the 
Americans could turn off the computers when they go to sleep, they could save 2.8 
billion dollars for one night of the whole country. The PC energy report 2009 (Alliance 
to save energy, 2009) said, in the 1.08 billion computers of this investigation, more than 
half of the computers were not turned off when the work was over. It seemed that the 
American people didn’t have the habits of turning off the computers and the main 
reason was that they didn’t turn off the computer in case someone wanted to use them 
immediately.  
 

http://www.extreme.outervision.com/psucalculatorl
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Figure 6 The reason why they will turn off the computers. 

Source: ( Alliance to save energy, 2009) 
It seems that the reasons were distributed averagely but the legislations or the policies 
showed right powers and were acknowledged by the candidates who participated in 
the survey. Few people thought that the boss would force them to do so. 
 

 
Figure 7 the process of identifying and evaluating the environmental aspects 

Source: ( Alliance to save energy, 2009) 
With the development of economy, the people’s consciousness grows up. Many of 
them thought that they didn’t turn off the computer in case someone wanted to use 
them immediately and even if no one would use those computers, they would 
automatically go into hibernation or sleep mode.  
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6.6 THE HUMANITY AND THE MAINTENANCE OF EMS IN UNIVERSITY 
Environmental process looks like a spiral with the same structure do and redo on and 
on. The EMS in university is not only for the environment, but also for us. We are the 
host living in this certain environment. As a host, we should take up the responsibility 
of household work. Maintenance is one of the most vital things keeping the whole 
family moving forward. The harmony between every family member is the first thing 
we need. As the saying goes, rules are rules. If we break the rules, the balance will 
lose. It is the same thing when the university tries to modify the targets and objectives. 
The changes could be in quantity or quality. The changes of quantity targets of the 
University of Gävle could be the result of chasing higher performance, wider 
education, and deeper knowledge. For example, the training rate of employees 
increased by 10% from last year, or reduces unsorted waste by 20%, etc. Once it has 
achieved the target or the improvement in the end, it will change the target from one 
area to another, like reduce the electricity use and paper use. They are totally different 
and for different aspects. There are lots of methods to achieve the goals. The best 
methods need time to discover and try. Almost all the departments in University of 
Gävle consider training is the best way to popularize the environment. That shows the 
university pays much attention on the sustainable development. They thought 
teaching was the core of letting them learn to love and protect the environment. The 
core value of sustainable development is renewable. Therefore, the employees and the 
students, as the host living in this area, are the key roles in running the EMS in a 
university. In University of Gävle, the training courses in the university are not only 
welcome by the students, but the staff. Therefore, the staff and students together built 
up a lovely harmonious class room. The contents of the courses could be varied in 
different kinds, but they basically focused on the environment. Besides the teachers 
from the university, some famous professors in environmental field would also be 
invited as a guest to give lecture to the staff and students.  
 
6.7 THE PROBLEMS FOUND WITHIN THE CHANGES IN UNIVERSITY 
The bright pictures of future always induce the people to desire and fight for them. 
Although most of examples before showed how beautiful EMS was. It still looked 
like a rose with thorn. When the University of Gävle started to implement EMS in 
2002, they thought they could achieve more. They established a team called 
environmental counsel and sent everyone a questionnaire by e-mail. However, only 
54.1% people replied and most of them sent the questionnaire back by regular mail. 
The low responsive rate and the paper work made the survey very difficult at that time. 
A person who was in charge of the project said, they had to work day by day, it was a 
nightmare for them. The targets and objectives which were newly made by each 
department according to the main environmental policies could not be fulfilled 
effectively, especially the targets related to the computer use, like printing in double 
sides, communicate through the internet and so on. The staff and the students didn’t 
have much the consciousness of environment that they wouldn’t like to do it due to 
lack of the relevant knowledge. After that, the group decided to set up a computer 
system for the EMS, which was based on the database technology, made the process 
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much easier. Moreover, more courses of how to use computers were carried out 
within the staff. More lectures and trainings about environment were introduced to the 
daily courses.  
 
In 2007, the environmental survey was carried out again in University of Gävle as a 
review of how the EMS worked from 2002-2007 and what it achieved. This time, the 
processes were much easier than that in 2002 with the assistance of computer 
technology. All the polls and questionnaires were collected and summarized in the 
data center. The whole process only had lasted two weeks where took almost a month 
in 2002. The reminder software would remind those who didn’t reply or the 
questionnaires didn’t reply in the right way. The good news was that all the people 
replied on the internet and the result could be summarized immediately. The bad news 
was that the responsive rate was 51.5% which showed a slight decrease compared 
with that in 2002 which had 54.1% responsive rate. Didn’t they know what the survey 
was or how to reply? Why did not the responsive rate increase but decrease slightly? I 
think that the environmental consciousnesses of staff are still far enough. Although 
there were more training courses of environment, the personnel change could be one 
of the reason. Some of them left in these 5 years and some of them came. The survey 
could be something new to the new staff here and the immature consciousness of 
environment were likely to let them neglect the survey or replied it in a not serious 
way. Most of staff thought that the EMS should work as what it looked like. They 
thought that the EMS can make a work more efficient and have a good structure 
quality. However, it was not easy to track down everything in the implementation. 
The biggest problem was the organizational change. As I said, in the previous 
chapters, the government directive was one of the main barriers when implementing 
the EMS. The organization had been changed a lot in these five years and the 
environmental counsel couldn’t pay much attention to the maintenance of EMS. That 
was the reason why there were no survey carried out in these five years. What’s worse, 
the lack of people who were good at environment let the maintenance could not be 
implemented effectively. Take a small division of ITB as example, there were 14 staff 
working in the division, only 3 of them were good at environmental knowledge which 
took only 21% of the whole department. It seems the EMS in this university is 
stepping down. But the results in 2007 were still positive. The decreased paper 
consumption, more gender balance, more students would like to study here, etc. As 
for teachers, no matter what happened, all they could do was to teach more students 
and let them know more about the environment and affect the people generation by 
generation. The green concept should be kept in mind of everyone else. 
 
6.8 THE GREEN IDEOLOGY 
With the development of economy, more and more people start to pay attention to the 
environmental protection for they are not only satisfied with a wealthy life, but also 
pursuing the better environment they live around. They consider that a perfect life 
should make up of human and nature which together build up a harmonious society. 
However, the people who do not live richly are not likely to do that. They have to 
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work, work and work so that they could keep living. In their eyes, how to survive is 
their biggest problem.  
 
Take my experience for example, I had lived in Gävle for a year before I moved to 
Stockholm. Sweden is a lovely country with comprehensive environmental legislation. 
I find that Gävle has a very scientific environmental management system. No matter 
where you are, you would see the trash sorted neatly and the trash bins are 
everywhere which means you could throw the trash to the bin in most places even you 
are in the forest. It is not totally the same in Stockholm. In the centum, it looks as 
what it looks like in Gävle. However, in the north of Stockholm, there is a district 
named Akalla located at the end of blue line railway. About 84% people living here 
are from middle-east and Africa. I don’t see any trash sorted in this district, all the 
wastes are put at the same place through a tunnel linking the bottom and the top of the 
building. One time, I sorted the rubbish (Metal is metal, plastic is plastic) and asked 
where to place them, an old lady told me that just threw them through the tunnel and 
let them be. I was struck at the moment for my teacher and my common sense taught 
me that I should sort the waste before I threw them, but it seemed it was not totally 
right here.  
 
Sometimes, what you have learned seems to be against to the reality. It is not a matter 
of discrimination to judge that they cannot sort the waste. It is a matter of custom 
handed down from generation to generation. However, the custom could not be 
changed instantly, even you are well educated. Nowadays, we would like to buy green 
things such as green eggs, green milk and green meat, etc. It is easy to know green is 
good and is friendly to ourselves. And green does good too to the nature, the 
environment where we live and work. However, not everybody knows that the green 
place is the origin of the green things and the green place is right the environment we 
live in. When you are trying to persuade them to be green, you are likely to hear 
someone would say that they live as what they used to do since they were born. You 
could not blame them for this. It is just still a long way to go to popularize the green.  
 
6.9 IS GREEN PROCESS GREEN? 
During the research, I found that almost everyone had positive attitude on the effects 
of EMS, but there were many different voices on the implementation of EMS. Some 
complained that it took much money and lasted long. Some sighed for the enormous 
people who took part in implementing the EMS. Why are there many negative 
ramifications of the implementation of EMS? Because everyone wants to be equal, 
the people want to have something in return as the weight on the scale, if the weight 
of one side is not exactly the same as the other side, it will lose balance. Why should 
we cost a lot, but gain only a little? I consider that it is a matter of efficiency and 
experience. Cannon (2009) said that “Many industry groups have developed industry 
wide simplistic programs that they call EMS that actually miss the S for system and 
some really only have a checklist approach that is based on an "average" or "typical" 
business in that industry. So effectively they also miss much of the environment.  
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Many do not really involve any management either. Some are very superficial in the 
way that they select the environmental aspects they manage because they have been 
drawn up to be generic and cut out the need for the business owner to stop and think. 
In this case it is difficult to understand how any process of continual improvement can 
result. Some of these programs are as simple as a checklist, or what many involved 
call a "tick and flick" exercise. These are barely even educational for the business 
owner and have no ongoing benefits like reduction of costs or legal protection. In this 
case, I think that the companies (universities) may not know what they really need 
from EMS sometimes. They just suppose that EMS is a regulation, if they do, they 
would get profits from it. However, it is not as simple as that. The outdated method 
together with primal approaches resulting in a very bad effect on efficiency and it is 
probably unsuitable to the modern society with fast rhythm. The inappropriate way of 
choosing auditor is another problem when implementing EMS. Although the auditors 
have different backgrounds, they are not likely to give a veritable evaluation in niche 
occasion, as the example I mentioned above, the computer power consumption. If the 
auditor is not from the frequent computer user like student and audit with a rigid 
paper based approach, he is not likely to point it out the continual improvement of the 
power optimization. The integration seems to be perfect, but sometimes it could 
hinder the EMS process by making a minimal assessment with a large auditing body. 
If we just do as the cookbook tell us to, we are likely to omit what situation we are in. 
Again what I mentioned, efficiency is an important indicator in implementing EMS, if 
we have to wait for the ice to melt, why don’t we try to break the ice? 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter the conclusions are based on the research. The questions posted at the 
beginning would be answered. 
 
This research is conducted within the University of Gävle based on the reports’ 
reviews. It is a long march for the universities to implement and maintain the EMS, 
which is pretty new to them. Although the first step could be difficult and the pace is 
slow, the bright prospects and the success from other fields of EMS still induce the 
tireless people to fight for it. The university, as a place “selling” knowledge, the value 
of sustainable development could be discovered and shown. The cores of 
implementing EMS in university could be less environmental impact, more efficient 
energy use and increasing the self-consciousness. They are all environment-oriented, 
which is not only green, but the sustainability of our society. The process of EMS is 
spiral and the maintenance should be kept on and on. Sometimes the problems are 
unpredictable that like reorganization of board, the personnel change, etc. Therefore, 
people’s patience is always testified during this long march. It is hard but meaningful. 
 
RQ1: 1. Why does the university apply for the EMS and the environmental 
certificate like ISO 14001? 
From the study, the answer could be varied differently. As for University of Gävle, 
they are students’ requirements, government directive and the board decision. More 
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and more students would like to learn more, the university inevitably becomes a 
paradise for them to study in. They want a better environment to study and more 
courses about the environment with the green consciousness’ popularization. With the 
new legislation and government’s advocation, the university wants to apply the EMS 
to cater for the requirements from the society. Moreover, they consider the EMS could 
have a good structure quality and fit everything well. The bright prospects are rather 
favorable. No matter you accept or not, brand power as a product of economy, could 
not be omitted with these or those certificates. The students are likely to choose a 
university with EMS and ISO 14001 because they consider that those certificates can 
guarantee a favorable quality environment. Therefore, more and more universities 
start to pay attention to the implementation of EMS. 
 
RQ2. How could the university carry out the quantification and evaluate and 
maintain the after-certificate performance? 
As the ISO 14001 standard is designed for the general situation, it provides a 
guideline or we could say a framework for those who want to apply it. The procedures 
are ambiguous so as to guarantee the compatibility in different areas. The objectives 
and the targets were based on the policies and customized in details according to 
different departments. The targets and the objectives could be modified with the 
environmental performance, like paper use, energy consumption, etc. The 
maintenance of the certificate should be based on the review which is carried out in a 
regular period. It should be once a year or more. However, it seems the University of 
Gävle got stuck in implementing this process after they got the certificate. The 
organization change of board and the change of focus hindered the progress. Although 
there were lots of unexpected things which happened during those 5 years, the 
environmental review in 2007 showed the results were still positive. It means the 
EMS is still working somehow. 
 
RQ3. How is the university affected by the EMS? 
Although the EMS is not the regulation, it is still welcome by the staff and the 
students. From the concrete implementation, the environment in the university has 
been changed. The main environmental impacts are monitored with different 
measurements and the different targets and objects are made towards to the human 
and nature together build up a harmonious family. Looking thorough the record in 
University of Gävle, they have achieved a lot as reducing paper use and waste every 
year, the increase of courses about the environment, etc. It is not surprised to see 
someone will correct you when you are throwing a can into the paper bin in 
University of Gävle now. And this proves that teaching is the best way to popularize 
the environmental knowledge.  
 
RQ4. What are the problems when introducing an EMS to a university? 
EMS is a new thing to the university. With the development of economy, more and 
more students would like to study in the university. Their activities are greatly 
affecting the environment where they live and study. The problems when the 
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university is introducing an EMS are different. The big one is the quantification. It is 
likely to get a blank in mind for the new students. Lots of things which seem no 
connection of each other would come out simultaneity and create a chaos of their own. 
It is difficult at the first time. Planning is the best way for the fresh men. It can reduce 
the risk at a certain extent and make a good preparation. Finance is another problem 
for them. No money no talk is a popular motto prevailing nowadays. Moreover, 
implementing EMS does not only take money, but time as well. Therefore, a 
comprehensive plan and schedule is a must for everyone who wants to carry out the 
EMS. 
 
7.1 RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE UNIVERSITY OF GÄVLE 
Looking through the environmental reviews of 2002 and 2007, we could see that the 
EMS did have effects on improving the environmental performance. The computer 
technology shortens the process of summarizing work and boosts the quality of 
management. If it does, why don’t we make full use of it? It seems that there is a huge 
gap between the staff and students nowadays. The better communication can facilitate 
the process of EMS. According to the research (Brynjolfsson, et al, 2009), some may 
believe that social networking is ruining society, but those who maintain social ties 
with their bosses through the Internet perform better at work than those who don't. 
Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Brynjolfsson, et al, 2009) 
and IBM found that not only were people who were communicative with their 
managers online more productive, those who avoided their bosses online were less 
productive. Therefore, if we have such a platform, it is likely to keep the students 
studying diligently and more feedbacks can be delivered directly. The 
encouragements from the higher level people could be nice experiences for the 
students even if a short conversation.   
 
The implementations for the goals should be improved if they are not perfect. Take 
turning off computers for example. IT department don’t have to turn off the computer 
to save the energy. They could set the computer to automatically standby if no one use 
it rather than let it stay running with the closed LCD displayer. The standby mode 
could not only save the energy ( which only costs 2W power maximum), but also 
have the super speed of restarting the system (approximately 3-5 sec). Compared with 
the power consumption of turning on with closed LCD displayer which costs 150W, 
the 2W power consumption is rather small and can almost be neglected. They could 
let everyone know the advantage of standby mode and tell them standby mode could 
not only save the power, but the people who want to use it later don’t have to wait so 
long for the restart. Therefore, I think, with this modification, the university can 
achieve a higher goal of reducing energy use.  
 
The training courses about environment should be carried out regularly. Make it like a 
regular course that everyone should attend it. The staff could take the courses as 
students. Or the counsel could hold some activities like sweepup in the university or a 
tour to the forest around to let people know more about the environment around. 
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Therefore, the regular training and the activities could improve their environmental 
consciousness. To love the environment is the theme that should be conveyed to 
everyone. 
 
It is good to set up an example or person that to show how to be green. I mean, a 
rewarding system that can nominate someone who gives the nice idea of 
environmental improvement a chance to keep monitoring the performance of that 
aspect so as to encourage the people to join the green process.  
 
If it is possible, the staff who is good at environmental management should together 
set up a group or a department. Regular meeting of environment should be held within 
the group or department. The results should be published on the website or sent to the 
staff and students by e-mail.  
 
If the documents can be translated both into English and Swedish, it is likely to attract 
more people to take part in the environmental management with better understanding 
and good communication.  
 
7.2 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE RESEARCH 
This study provides statistics and analysis relating to the implementation of EMS 
together with the historical documents and the point of views.  
 
This study contributes to the analysis of the data of environmental review and the 
statistics’ comparison from 2002 to 2007. It provides a general view of the effect of 
how EMS worked and its status in the past few years. The problems found during the 
change are revealed with the analysis as well as the latent problems which are 
discussed in discussion part. The suggestions to the university are based on the 
analysis and the deduction with the author’s self-experience.  
 
The study witnesses the process and progress of EMS in University of Gävle and 
shows the probability of getting EMS in a university. 
 
7.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 
The research briefly introduces the general situation after the university got the 
certificate. The research is based on the literature review and it seems there are still 
lots of things behind the truth. Therefore, the further research should be more specific 
like the structure, the courses design, etc. It would be interesting to further analyze the 
relation between students and teachers how it will affect the environment. The 
situation in China could also be considered. 
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pages 390-392 
 
Interviewed people: 
A staff, In charge of environmental management in Gävle Municipality, interviewed 
2009-6, duration 10 minutes. 
 
A lady, a member of environmental counsel in charge of the EMS review from 
2002-2007, Department of Technology and Built Environment, University of Gävle , 
interviewed 2009-6, duration 1 hour 
 
Two staffs, Department of Technology and Built Environment, University of Gävle , 
interviewed 2009-6, duration 15 minutes 
 
Vice president of University of Gävle, Administration Department, University of 
Gävle , interviewed 2009-6, duration 15 minutes 
 
 
 


